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Abstract
Many of today's organizations already have a strong integration of groupware systems in their IT-infrastructure. The shared databases of these groupware systems form organizational memories, which comprise the complete knowledge of an organization collected over the time of its existence. One key problem is how to find relevant knowledge or information in continuously growing and distributed organizational memories. The basic functionalities and mechanisms in groupware systems are not sufficient to support users in finding required knowledge or information. Topic maps provide strong paradigms and concepts for the semantic structuring of link networks and therefore, they are a considerable solution for organizing and navigating large and continuously growing organizational memories. The K-Discovery project suggests applying topic maps to groupware systems to address the mentioned challenges. Thus, the K-Discovery project introduces a conceptual framework, an architecture and an implementation approach to create knowledge structures by generating topic maps in organizational memories.

1. Introduction and overview
Within many organizations, groupware-based environments are the basis of communication and information management. With an increasing integration of these environments in internal business processes, organizational memories grow fast. These shared databases often existing in groupware-based office systems, allow transformation of individual knowledge into common knowledge. Looking at the technical perspective of knowledge management, groupware seems to be a suitable platform for managing organizational memories [2] (cf. [3]). The growing flood of available information requires powerful concepts and mechanisms to support users, who search for relevant information and knowledge objects. Mechanisms of navigation and linking as well as functionalities for extensive searches and investigations are needed to explore and to use complex offers of information and knowledge. These mechanisms and functionalities are a necessary condition for the core processes of knowledge identification and knowledge use [4]. Therefore, effective search mechanisms, which improve organizational use of existing individual and common information and knowledge objects, contribute to the process of knowledge generation, i.e. the development or collection of new knowledge [5].

Topic maps – as defined in ISO/IEC 13250 – used on information sets create knowledge structures and form a structured semantic link network upon a great set of information [6]. Thus, topic maps are a perfect basis to realize the mentioned mechanisms and functionalities for the identification of relevant information and knowledge objects. In this contribution, we describe the fundamental idea of the research project KDiscovery: Using topic maps to identify distributed knowledge structures in groupware-based organizational memories. In addition to the existing techniques of search and navigation, like hierarchical navigation in categories of views or full text search, the user can be supported by the strong concept of associative navigation in semantic networks (provided by topic maps) (cf. [7]). Further, a groupware-based implementation of topic maps benefits from several aspects in groupware paradigms and technologies, like distributed database architectures and replication, workflow management, or security and access control mechanisms.

The purpose of this paper is to support users in finding relevant knowledge or information in distributed organizational memories by combining groupware paradigms and topic maps. This contribution is structured as followed: In section 2, we briefly describe a specific case study of a groupware-based organizational memory system and we give a motivation for this work. The basic concepts of topic maps are shortly introduced in section 3.
In section 4, we present conceptual approaches of the K-Discovery project: Firstly, we introduce the primary idea of the research project: Applying topic maps to groupware-based organizational memories to identify distributed knowledge structures. Secondly, we define a concept of roles and groups involved in the topic map publishing process to provide a natural and suitable integration into the infrastructure and process models of an organization. And thirdly, we define workflows supporting and controlling this publishing process. Based on these conceptual approaches, in section 5 the K-Discovery project defines a framework and architecture for a groupware-based knowledge management system using topic maps. This architecture integrates repositories as well as interfaces to these repositories, and tools, that access the interfaces of the infrastructure model, the process model, and the topic map model of an organization. Furthermore, a suitable framework for a new kind of knowledge management applications – based on the underlying concepts and paradigms of groupware and topic maps – is provided. For example, the usage of topic maps addresses the challenge of analyzing workflows and enables the identification of implicit and inherent process knowledge. In addition, we present an implementation that realizes some of the functionalities of the introduced architecture and thus, enables a generic and nearly automatic generation of topic maps upon groupware-based organizational memories [by using various technologies like groupware technologies, relational database management systems, Java, XML].

Section 6 shortly discusses related research and work. Section 7 outlines concluding remarks, the current state of the project and the future opportunities.

2. Motivation and short case

As pointed out above, groupware-based office systems provide an excellent environment for organizational knowledge management. In many cases, however, the groupware infrastructure is used to support teams in communication, coordination and collaboration. (The delimitation of these three terms is not homogeneous in literature. For an overview of differing controversial viewpoints please consult Bornschein-Grass [8]. We are referring to the definition by Lotus [9].) Effective access mechanisms are needed because of an increasing amount of information and knowledge objects in shared information spaces of such a groupware-based infrastructure. The following short case illustrates the need for these mechanisms:

In the Lotus Notes/Domino environment, all benefits of integrated correspondence, office, document, workflow, knowledge and archive management are brought together by Pavone Enterprise Office (v. [10]). This office system is based on a powerful process management toolset and consists of modular components, allowing users to mix and match in order to meet their requirements. Supporting components are databases that capture and reflect the organizational structure, to provide text building blocks and models as well as to deal with processes (e.g. definition, tracking, and escalation). Two external tools enable the graphic definition, creation and maintenance of the organizational structure and of the business processes. The core application provides functionalities for office organization, office communication, address management, correspondence and information management, and process optimization. [10]

Within the Groupware Competence Center of the University of Paderborn, Pavone Enterprise Office is used in almost every part of operative work. There are several core applications for different contexts, such as usual office work, web publishing, teaching and examinations, projects and cooperation, research, and literature. To be precise, the organizational memories consist of more than 30 databases with approximately more than 60,000 documents. Even though there are a lot of semantic relations between the information in these databases, it is not possible to navigate between them or to identify knowledge structures. The capabilities for accessing the information and knowledge objects are restricted to basic full text searching and navigating through context sensitive views and categories. Full text indexes are not sufficient for searching information and structures, like document types or taxonomies, are sometimes too constraining to qualify or to categorize information [11]. Furthermore, the usage and the scope of these techniques are limited to a single database.

Analogous to this practical case, many organizations have a strong integration of groupware-based systems both in their IT-infrastructure and in their working environment. [To name only two examples, look at Deutsche Bank and PriceWaterhouseCoopers. Both of them use an extensive IT-infrastructure based on Lotus Notes/Domino.] With growing organizational memories on the one side, and the lack of powerful, effective mechanisms and functionalities for navigating, linking, searching and investigating on the other side, the need for enhanced access mechanisms to explore and use a complex offer of information and knowledge is becoming more than evident.

Digression: The design of groupware-based applications

For a better understanding, we think it is quite useful to shortly describe the basic design elements of a groupware-based application. All applications consist of one or more databases. These databases hold the data, logic, and design elements for the application (v. fig. 1).

The basic design elements of a groupware-based application are pages, forms, fields, and views (v. [12]). A page is a design element that displays information. Pages can be used anywhere in an application where text,
graphics, or an embedded control are presented to users. *Forms*, like pages, display information. Everything that can be done with a page can be done with a form. The difference between forms and pages is that forms can be used to collect information. A form provides the structure for creating and displaying documents, and documents are used to store data in a database. The information collected in a form is saved as a *document*. Further, a form is used by a document as a template to provide the structure for displaying data. A *field* is the part of an application that collects data. Fields are created on forms in particular. Each field stores a single type of information, such as text, numbers, dates, or names. The information in a field is stored in an individual document. The contents of fields can then be displayed in documents and views. A *view* is a sorted or categorized list of documents. Views are the entry point to the data stored in a database. Every database must have at least one view; usually most databases have more than one view. [12]

![Figure 1. Design of a groupware-based application [12]](image)

Apart from that, groupware-based applications consist of some more design elements that are of no interest in this context; therefore, they are not described here. For a comprehensive overview, refer to Lotus [12].

### 3. Introduction to topic maps

With the ongoing increase of information in the intranets of organizations as well as in the internet a need for new information management technologies emerges. So far, several technologies have been developed to address different aspects of the information management, e.g. computer networks, document management systems, workflow management or recently the different kinds of portals. As pointed out above, with growing organizational memories on one side and the lack in powerful and effective mechanisms and functionalities for navigating, linking, searching and investigating on the other side, the need for enhanced access mechanisms to explore and use the complex offer of information and knowledge is getting more and more evident. To address these shortcomings the ISO standard *ISO/IEC 13250 Topic Maps* defines a model and architecture for the semantic structuring of link networks. By applying topic maps to large sets of heterogeneous information resources, reusable structured semantic link networks are created above those resources. Furthermore, the standard provides navigation paradigms to enable the search of knowledge structures [6].

The key concepts of topic maps are topics, occurrences of topics, and relationships between topics (topic associations). Firstly, a *topic* is a construct that represents a real world subject and in this sense a topic can be everything: a theme, a concept, a subject, a person, an entity, etc. (v. fig. 2). A concrete topic is an instance of a topic type. Therefore, a topic and a topic type form a class-instance relationship. At the same time a topic type is also a topic. Topics have three kinds of characteristics: names, occurrences and roles in associations. Occurrences and roles in associations are described in detail later on. The base name of a topic is required. In addition, topics can have a display name and a sort name. These concepts apply to multilingual scenarios or to the use in different geographical regions.

![Figure 2. Topics](image)
XPointer or document links in a groupware-based system can be used as a link mechanism. To express different kinds of occurrences the standard provides the concept of occurrence roles that are topics as well.

**Figure 3. Occurrences**

Topic associations describe the relationships between topics (v. fig. 4). They are completely independent of the real information object and represent the essential value-add of the topic map. This concept leads to some conclusions: A concrete topic map can be applied to different information repositories. Seen from the other side, different topic maps can be applied to one information repository and therefore, they can provide different views e.g. for different users. Furthermore, topic maps are interchangeable and they can be merged.

**Figure 4. Topic associations**

Generally, topic associations are not one-way relationships. They are symmetric as well as transitive and thus, they have no direction. The construct of association types can be used to group topic associations and the involved topics. An association role describes the role of a topic in a topic association. Again, both the association types and the association roles are topics as well.

Additionally, the topic map standard provides the extended concepts of scope, public subject, and facets, which are not described here. For a comprehensive reference refer to Rath/Pepper [6] and ISO/IEC 13250 [13].

### 4. Conceptual approaches of the K-Discovery project

#### 4.1. Using topic maps in groupware-based environments

By applying topic maps, as defined in ISO/IEC 13250, to groupware-based organizational memories, it is possible to close a gap between knowledge and information. So far, views and categories in groupware systems have enabled the creation of little knowledge by bringing documents in different contexts. But this concept is limited to a poor identification of relations between them. Topic maps provide appropriate concepts to overcome this limitation and to build a semantic link network from the documents of a database. The basic design elements of a groupware-based application, especially forms, can be used to identify the main subjects (topic types) and relationships between them (association types) (v. fig. 5).

While text analyzing methods with the support of artificial intelligence concepts could provide more or less reasonable results in identifying the main topics of a document, we have chosen another approach in the K-Discovery project. To identify the relevant subjects of documents, the fields of the forms must be considered. As mentioned before in the short case, in many groupware-based systems the information and knowledge objects, e.g. documents, contain many fields of various kinds and purposes: obvious information, like the parts of an address (e.g. city), or the category of a report (e.g. balance sheets 2000), or keywords and linking information (e.g. persons, locations, time, free or given keywords). These fields form a set of potential candidates for topic types. Moreover, by looking at the forms as a whole and at the views, a lot of basic associations can be found between topic types. For example, in the context of an address form, the associations “person lives in city” or “person works for company” can be identified. Similarly, a report form contains associations like “report is composed by person” or “report belongs to category”. When considering views, fields of forms are displayed in columns. These fields form a base for additional
associations, like “report is in work by person” in a workflow view. Obviously, the different forms, i.e. the different document types, can be regarded as occurrence roles, while documents are occurrences in a concrete topic map.

To sum up, applying topic maps to groupware-based organizational memories provides a huge potential and a lot of advantages for the organizational knowledge management. Seen from the other side, groupware-based systems leverage the benefits of topic maps through their basic concepts and paradigms, like distributed database architectures and replication, workflow management, or security and access control mechanisms [16]. A groupware-based environment enables the definition, generation and maintenance of a topic map in a consistent manner, on both a stationary and a mobile workstation. Thus, the distributed management of a topic map is independent of time and location. Differentiated access rights can be defined for a certain set of information objects, single information objects, and any part of an information object, as well as for functionality and presentation elements and design elements (like forms and views). These mechanisms enable the realistic adaptation of access structures against the background of complex and real organization models. As an example, some organizational members form an editorial team, which ensures that all published components of a topic map like topics, topic associations or occurrences adhere to organizational standards. Another key concept of groupware-based systems, the workflow management, can be used to describe and support the whole process chain of topic map publishing. A model of an organizational integration of topic maps is introduced in section 4.2 and supporting workflows are defined in section 4.3.

The described concepts, paradigms, and functionalities of groupware-based systems enable the team-based and organizational wide use of topic maps. Both the groupware-based systems and the concept of topic maps leverage their mutual potentials.

### 4.2. Organizational integration of topic maps

The above mentioned adaptation of organizational access structures is supported by the assignment from persons to abstract organization and structure entities, called roles and groups. Thus, the different tasks, steps and skills involved in managing topic maps can be modeled with these roles and groups of a groupware-based system. Further, the design and creation of topic maps can be divided in subtasks because of the availability of templates [17]. Dependent on type and intensity of usage of topic maps, different user classes and user types can be identified (v. tab. 1).
Firstly, end users have read access to organizational topic maps. This access can be provided to entire topic maps or to specific parts of a topic map. For example, the scope of accesses depends on affiliations to projects, units, departments, or business processes. Personalization mechanisms enable customized access, i.e. based on personal profiles, specific parts of a topic map consisting of topics, topic associations, and occurrences are presented to end users. Push and pull mechanisms, e.g. subscribed newsletters or special views, are used to inform end users of available new topic map objects.

The second class of users are knowledge authors. They create new topics, topic associations, and occurrences but they are not allowed to publish or to archive them as well as to extend the publishing period. The creation of topic map objects is restricted to specific parts of a topic map, which again depend on affiliations to projects, units, departments, or business processes. At the end of the publishing period, the knowledge authors analyze their topic map objects and depending on their actuality, they apply for extending their publishing period or for archiving them.

In addition to the previous class of users, the knowledge editors are a content approval instance. They not only create topic map objects but also publish or archive them and extend publishing periods. Furthermore, they are responsible for the topic map objects which are created in their scope by knowledge authors. Knowledge editors generate added value by creating additional topic associations and occurrences because of their comprehensive overview. Again, all activities of knowledge editors are restricted to specific parts of a topic map.

So far, all classes have in common, that their users access only specific parts of a topic map (with the exception of the end users that may have read access to entire topic maps). Furthermore, the users of the first three classes are not allowed to assign access rights to other users. These issues are addressed by the class of knowledge managers. Knowledge managers maintain entire organizational topic maps, i.e. they create, publish, and archive topic map objects in all parts of all topic maps. They extend publishing periods and analogous to knowledge editors, they generate added value by creating additional topic associations and occurrences because of their organizational-wide scope. Further, knowledge managers assign access rights to selected users and they initiate consistency checks based on conditions that are defined by the designers (v. below).

The last two user classes are less responsible for content related tasks. Their users perform more technical tasks like infrastructure or consistency issues.

Designers define topic types, association types, and occurrence roles. Thus, they create and maintain topic map templates. An additional task of designers is the definition of consistency conditions because real life topic maps will consist of millions of topics and topic associations. A manual check of a topic map of such a size is impossible, but necessary for proof-reading and quality assurance. Thus, an automatic process which validates a topic map against a set of consistency rules is needed [17].

The users of the last class, the administrators, are not involved in maintenance and authoring of topic maps. They are responsible for the technical infrastructure like servers, repositories, and the groupware environment.

### 4.3. Definition of supporting workflows

The process chain of topic map publishing, i.e. creation, publishing, archiving, and maintenance of topic map objects, can be described and supported by three workflows: a content approval workflow, a content expiry workflow, and an archiving workflow. For an introduction of basic terms and definitions in context of workflow management please consult Nastansky et al. [16], Picot/Rohrbach [18], WFMC [19], and Ott [20].

The content approval workflow ensures that all published contents adhere to the organizational standards. Topics, topic associations, and occurrences created by
knowledge authors are reviewed by knowledge editors or knowledge managers. If a knowledge editor or a knowledge manager approves a topic map object, it will be published for a specified period. Otherwise, it will be rejected and the knowledge author has to work on it again.

The content expiry workflow controls publishing dates and periods. Following the publishing date, topic map objects are resubmitted to their creators. They review them regarding correctness and actuality. If this review ends positive, again knowledge editors or knowledge managers decide if a topic map objects will be published further on.

The archiving workflow will come into effect at the end of a content expiry workflow if a topic map object is not correct or actual anymore and thus, it is no longer published. Knowledge authors apply for archiving topic map objects. Knowledge editors or knowledge managers decide about archiving them.

These workflows are embedded in the underlying technical infrastructure, the groupware-based environment. A groupware-based implementation of workflows forms a natural approach for supporting the process chain of topic map publishing.

### Table 1. Groups and roles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User class</th>
<th>Informational access</th>
<th>Creation of specific topic map objects</th>
<th>Maintenance of specific topic map objects</th>
<th>Maintenance of all topic map objects</th>
<th>Maintenance of topic map templates</th>
<th>Maintenance of technical infrastructure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type and intensity of usage</td>
<td>Read access to topic maps</td>
<td>Creation of topics, topic associations, and occurrences of a specific organizational scope</td>
<td>Maintenance of topics, topic associations, and occurrences as well as access rights</td>
<td>Maintenance of all topics, topic associations, and occurrences as well as access rights</td>
<td>Maintenance of topic types, association types, and occurrence types as well as definition of consistency conditions</td>
<td>Maintenance of servers, repositories, and groupware environments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User type</td>
<td>End user</td>
<td>Knowledge author</td>
<td>Knowledge editor</td>
<td>Knowledge manager</td>
<td>Designer</td>
<td>Administrator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Architectural considerations and implementation approach

From the previous section, we have learned that the organizational knowledge management benefits on the one hand from applying topic maps to groupware-based systems. On the other hand, these groupware-based systems provide an excellent environment for the integration of topic maps. In subsequent paragraphs, the basic architectural model of the K-Discovery project is introduced. The main purpose of the K-Discovery architectural model is to explain how functionality can be provided and therefore, to specify separated modules that match the various requirements needed to gain the benefits addressed with the ideas of K-Discovery.

To keep the advantages of a flexible, structured and well-defined system, the architecture of the K-Discovery system is subdivided in several modular layers (v. fig. 7). These layers can be categorized into two main classes by considering their intended functionalities and purposes: the back-end-centric and the front-end-centric class. The back-end-centric class contains the technical infrastructure, and the data and information repositories. In contrast, the front-end-centric class encloses all the applications and tools, helping end users to interact.

The four layers of the back-end-centric class perform basic functionalities, like the communication and linkage of computer systems, and provide the groupware functionalities described in section 4. Moreover, the repositories for the elements of a topic map (for a detailed description see below), the organizational structure, and the process model are placed in this class.

The upper main half, consisting of three layers, forms the class of front-end-centric functionalities. The first of these layers provides several interfaces to the repositories. Their services are used by a set of tools which refer to the management of topic maps. Firstly, the Groupware-based Topic Map Engine (GTME) allows the definition and creation of topic maps. In particular, topic types and association types can be defined. Based on these definitions, a topic map can be created automatically. Secondly, the Topic Map Navigator (TMN) provides functionalities, especially for end users, to navigate and to search through a topic map. Thirdly, to modify an existing topic map, the Topic Map Modeler (TMM) offers the necessary capabilities. Some of these tools are exchangeable, because of the modular and open architectural approach, e.g. instead of the Topic Map Navigator described in detail below, a different product, like the Ontopia Navigator, can be integrated (v. [21]).
Several knowledge management applications can be developed upon these tools to support the organizational development and identification of knowledge. For example, consider the repository of processes. By applying a topic map to the set of run workflows, it is possible to identify relationships between them as well as implicit and inherent process knowledge. The resulting knowledge can be used in two ways: Firstly, to group similar workflows and to create predefined workflows. Secondly, it can support the analysis of the process structure as well as the organizational structure. A concrete application for distributing workflow process knowledge in organizations as well as for the semantic associative navigation in process networks is described in detail in Smolnik/Huth/Nastansky [22] and Huth/Smolnik/Nastansky [23].

Figure 7. Architectural model of the K-Discovery project

Implementation approach

The implementation approach of core functionalities of the mentioned architecture uses the groupware-based environment for generation and configuration of a topic map and a relational database management system (concrete: an Oracle 8i database) functions as a repository for the objects of a topic map (v. fig. 8). To determine and to reference the organizational memories to which a topic map should be applied, database connection documents are created (in the groupware-based environment). They define all necessary information to locate these organizational memories, e.g. the server, the location on the server, and an unambiguous identifier (the “ReplicaID”). Connections to any groupware-based organizational memory can be established independent of their location; specifically, they can be hosted by different servers.

Topic types and association types are also defined in documents, each of which consists of an identifier and a base name. The definition of topics is supported by topic rules. Several parameters and even the possibility of using programmatic code – the formula language – enable the exact, intuitive, and easy definition of topics. Similar to these topic definitions, topic associations can be specified. Within association rules the involved topics and the relationship between them can be defined again by using several parameters and programmatic code. The creation of topic rules and association rules is supported by software assistants, and context sensitive dialogues that directly access the definitions of topic types and association types, as well as the designs of the organizational memories, especially the forms. Based on these definitions in the groupware-based configuration and management environment, software agents create and update tables in the relational repository for the objects of a topic map. They make the incremental maintenance of the data in the relational repository possible, i.e. not the complete data is updated every time changes are made; only the actual additions or deletions are carried out in the repository. The software agents and the used SQL statements reside in the groupware-based environment.

A Java servlet provides the navigation functionality and the front-end design (v. fig. 8). This Java servlet retrieves the topic map data from the relational repository by using SQL statements. All resources needed for the visualization, e.g. the Java servlet, HTML documents, image resources, are stored on a server.

The described implementation approach gains several benefits from the underlying groupware-based environment. The full concepts of security and access control, replication, and workflow management can be applied (v. section 4), because the entire configuration and management take place in the groupware-based environment. As pointed out in Rath/Pepper [6], topic maps can be considered as portable semantic networks. This portability is directly supported through the mechanisms of replication. Thus, a topic map template or parts of it can be managed and used in a distributed way and even on a local system. Furthermore, the overall performance of this implementation approach is high, because of the usage of a relational database management system as a repository for the objects of a topic map.
Possible time exhausting data lookups in a groupware-based repository are not necessary and therefore not implemented.

Functionalities for distributed maintenance of concrete topic maps, i.e. for the replication of topics and topic associations, are not completely implemented so far, but they are under development.

6. Related work

The approach of the K-Discovery project differs from other approaches in literature and from commercial products. Other current approaches or products based on topic maps, like the Ontopia Knowledge Suite (v. [21]) or the empolis K42 (v. [24]), provide a framework to manage and maintain topic maps. The tools include functionalities to build up topic maps manually, to load topic maps from XML documents, to store topic maps in databases, and to modify and access topic maps. These solutions have in common the manual construction and the XML-based representation of topic maps. Compared to the approach of the KDiscovery project, it is not possible to generate topic maps automatically or at least, to use support by software agents. Moreover, they are not naturally integrated in a groupware-based environment and thus, they can not gain the in section 4 mentioned benefits of combining groupware paradigms and topic maps. The Lotus Discovery Server automatically generates and maintains a “Knowledge Map” to display relevant content categories and their appropriate hierarchical mapping (v. [25]). Even though this solution accesses groupware-based organizational memories, again there is no direct integration in a groupware-based environment.

Additional, opposed to the semantic link network, which is given by a groupware-based topic map, a hierarchical mapping is provided. Other approaches (e.g. [26]) have a different focus, like enhancing workflow management system capabilities to gain synergies for organizational learning.

7. Conclusions and future areas of research

An architecture of a groupware-based knowledge management system based on the ISO standard ISO/IEC 13250 Topic Maps has been presented. The K-Discovery project combines groupware paradigms and topic maps, leading to substantial synergies for the organizational knowledge management. These leverage their mutual advantages and therefore, provide benefits for both research fields. From our point of view, the K-Discovery project provides a considerable framework to identify knowledge structures in groupware-based environments and therefore, support users in finding needed knowledge or information in organizational memories. In addition, the findings are from high practical relevance as shown in the short case. In fact, there are already some companies that have shown interest in such a solution.

Prototypes of the core modules have been implemented and can be used for trial purposes. The finalization of the system integration is planned for the very near future. In detail, the implementations of the Groupware-based Topic Map Engine and the Topic Map Navigator were finished. The conception and implementation of the Topic Map Modeler is about to begin. However, work on the prototypes will be continued to integrate some additional functionalities in the existing core modules like the above mentioned distributed maintenance of topics and topic associations or personalization mechanisms.

Moreover, future works will focus on some further conceptions. For example, a graphical visualization of topic maps will be developed. So far, end users have to use the Topic Map Navigator, which provides a tabular and textual user interface. We have just begun to evaluate several graphical visualization approaches, like the Inxight Star Tree (v. [27]), to adopt one of them and to apply it to the Groupware-based Topic Map Engine.

Eventually, further knowledge management applications upon the Groupware-based Topic Map Engine will be developed. Specifically, taxonomy issues
in virtual organizations will be addressed.
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